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Modern day anthropologist Maya Jones has
been contracted by a Scottish university to
help unearth and catalog ancient relics
within a recently discovered secret lair in
what was once the Castle MacGregor.
From the beginning of her assignment,
Maya has been inexplicably drawn to any
references she could find concerning the
clans brutal and mysterious 14th century
laird Thomas MacGregor. Equally
intriguing to her are paintings and stories
referencing the MacGregors wife, known
to antiquity only as Lady M. The paintings
were severely charred in a castle fire run
amok a couple of centuries past, but Maya
can make out enough of the damaged
portraits to surmise that, oddly enough, she
and Lady M possess the same hair and eye
color. When a ferocious hurricane ravages
Mayas hometown, shell find out that she
and the ladys similar physical features are
more than just mere coincidence...
Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
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directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Irish Film Institute -AFTER THE STORM Japanese auteur Hirozaku Kore-eda (Our Little Sister) returns with a
gentle, complex domestic drama about a neer-do-well father attempting to After the Storm - Los Angeles Times - 2
min - Uploaded by GAGAIntlDirected by Kore-eda Hirokazu Starring: Abe Hiroshi, Maki Yoko, Yoshizawa Taiyo
Kiki After The Storm Review: One Of Hirokazu Kore-edas Very Best 3 days ago After his fathers death he
contacts his estranged mother in an attempt at reconciliation, but a powerful typhoon is forging its own path towards
After the Storm New Zealand International Film Festival After The Storm Review: Hirokazu Kore-eda Only
Makes Great Movies, But This Tender Drama Is One of His Best AFTER THE STORM Trailer with English
subtitles - YouTube After the Storm review bittersweet family comedy. 4 / 5 stars. Three generations clash in
Hirokazu Koreedas gentle, witty film. Yoko Maki and After the Storm - PBS fter The Storm is an exercise in
mellowness, right down to the snatches of tinkly-twinkly sentimental music. After the Storm - SIFF After the Storm is
the debut game in Read to Lead. The Read to Lead series is a set of immersive literacy learning games and curriculum
designed to middle After the Storm Movie Review & Film Summary (2017) Roger Ebert In this free English game,
students play a newspaper editor in a town hit by a hurricane use your literacy and journalism skills to get the news out!
After the Storm: Day One - GameUp - BrainPOP. Dwelling on his past glory as a prize-winning author, Ryota
(Hiroshi Abe) wastes the money he makes as a private detective on gambling and can barely pay After the Storm HOME Critics Consensus: After the Storm crosses cultural lines to offer timeless observations about parental
responsibilities, personal bonds, and the After the Storm - Toronto International Film Festival A gambling-addicted
private eye spies on his ex-wife in Hirokazu Kore-edas drama, which, despite its grubby setting, is understated and
After The Storm Film Review Hirokazu Koreedas After The Storm is After the Storm is a story about that
emergence a story of people encountering a new world, encountering loss, and then learning how to keep going. After
the Storm is one of our best filmmakers best films. After the Storm - Classroom, Inc. A divorced man struggles to
regain his estranged familys trust while sheltering with them during a typhoon, in the latest film from celebrated
Japanese auteur Buy cinema tickets for After the Storm BFI London Film Festival 2016 At least thats the case in
After the Storm, a new film from the writer-director Hirokazu Kore-eda. Tall and lean, Mr. Abe has handsome features
After the Storm (2017) (1) Fandango AFTER THE STORM. Hirokazu Kore-eda. UMI YORI MO MADA FUKAKU.
Book Tickets. Irish Times Irish Independent. Exclusively at IFI. After the Storm review hardboiled family drama
with a soft heart After the Storm review bittersweet family comedy Film The Nothing of great magnitude
occurs in Hirokazu Kore-edas After the Storm. There are no decisive partings or reunions. No blowups or After the
Storm (TV Movie 2001) - IMDb After the Storm is a 2016 Japanese family drama film written and directed by
Hirokazu Koreeda. It was screened in the Un Certain Regard section at the 2016 After the Storm (2016 film) Wikipedia After the Storm. Kore-eda Hirokazu. The umpteenth typhoon of the season has trapped a failed author (who
recently lost his father) with his mother, ex and son. Review: Intimate Struggles Come to Life in After the Storm The After the Storm, a sublimely simple family drama from the Japanese writer-director Hirokazu Kore-eda, unfolds
amid the sweltering heat of an After the Storm (2017), directed by Hirokazu Kore-eda Film review Drama After
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the death of his father, a private detective struggles to find child support money and .. The month-and-a-half filming of
After the Storm took place starting in May 2014 in between the production of Our Little Sister, which was shot After
the Storm Mormon Channel After the death of his father, his aging mother Yoshiko (legendary actress Kirin Kiki)
and his beautiful ex-wife Kyoko (Yoko Maki) seem to be moving on with their Umi yori mo mada fukaku (2016) IMDb Think of After the Storm, which premiered in the Un Certain Regard stand at Cannes earlier today, as the
mezzo-piano coda to his recent run of After the Storm - Movie Trailers - iTunes - Apple Trailers After the Storm
movie reviews & Metacritic score: Dwelling on his past glory as a prize-winning author, Ryota (Abe Hiroshi) wastes the
money he makes as a pr After the Storm (Umi yori mo mada fukaku) (2017) - Rotten Tomatoes A young divorced
dad tries to get back into the good graces of his ex-wife and son in After the Storm, a classic Japanese family drama of
gentle persuasion and
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